Mentors

Communication Showcase

9:35 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. @ Faculty Lounge (Room D-121A & B)

Communication Studies - Professors Erin Engstrom, Deanna Shelton and Tanya Medina

Radio/Television/Film - Professors Laura Castañeda, Cy Kuckenbaker and Bob Sly

Documentary

Waking Up by Mitchell Harris (Communications/Film)

Proposition S & N Construction Projects by Keena Mapanao (Communications/RTV) and Cassarah Coffey (Communications/RTV)

Newscene

Stories de la Frontera by Alex Miller Pastore (Communications/Broadcast News) and James Smith (Communications/Broadcast News)

Short Fiction

Film

Techniques in Voice and Articulation by Jamel Branch (Communication Studies), Mario Johnson (Theatre), Mounia Chemsi (Nursing), Consuela Williams (Criminal Justice), and David Flores (Radiology)

Speech

Culture Shock by Fon Sparks (Small Business)

Veterans and Higher Education by Lawrence Costa (Mechanical Engineering) and Christopher Go (Biology)